12:12:12 Activation of Intense Karmic
Relationships & Clearing Soul Contracts 333
Number sequences that appear embedded in this channel are given to Shekina Rose by spirit to
activate this transmission"
Many of you ultra-sensitive blue rays, angelicas and star beings, even though you don’t know
this yet, may now encounter relationships that you were not able to before. These are karmic
relationships, bonds and soul contracts bringing you deep core DNA cellular healing and higher
cosmic activation templates for your ascension path of divine alignment. 13
You are now able to transcend and transform these karmic contracts and fulfill a higher divine
soul path, as your human body has increased in its resonance field of light and spirit
embodiment. The relationship can be romantic, friendship, business and connected to a specific
location or a soul oath or vow. You may also experience an increase in family relationships that
seem to suddenly shift into karmic healing overdrive. 33
Lightning speed planetary transformation of the 12:12:12 has accelerated these soul karmic
contracts and bonds for you and the other person’s release and ascension. This is for both of you
so you can be set free and be activated in choosing what dimension and consciousness you are
ready for at a soul level. 12:12
These newer karmic relationships are not your usual pattern or what you are normally
accustomed to and have chosen in the past. They can be a sudden whirlwind relationship that
seems to come out of nowhere which your soul and the Cosmos have conspired in perfect design
that may appear as chaotic energies that have created a situation to put you together. This can be
for a common cause, for many a goal, and can feel like a sense of urgency from which you
cannot escape.

Karmic Bonds
Karmic bonds lend themselves to intensity and obligation from a higher calling of healing from
your soul and the universe as soul contracts can be beings along your journey that you feel
camaraderie with, a mentor and more of a vibrational match. In karmic bonds you have been soul
mates and/or divine counterparts to come together when one or both of you are ready to balance
misqualified energies and begin to integrate the over soul matrix of the nomad.

In karmic bonds it can be most challenging when both of you are not willing to evolve and heal.
Regardless of the situation, in these accelerated times the universe has called your number, you
are now on stage, and it is your time to transform and transcend your part to a higher light of
love.
Know that both of you or the circumstance did agree upon these soul contracts before your
incarnations, and at the very core you are both divine holy beings both playing a part for the
light. The spiritual evolution that these karmic relationships can bring to you is rocket soul fuel
of transformation raising your frequency, aligning you to your divinity in ways you could not
have imagined. The key is to allow it to do so and not to become stuck in past ruts, ego and
lower density vibrations. 333

Clearing Emotional Triggers of Soul Contracts and Bonds
When you are being triggered by past fear or when emotional pain arises from these soul
contracts, you may then see a deeper connection of healing released in your life that you were
not able to before. This may be showing you where you zoned out because you felt the world
was too harsh and now is bringing your divine power back.
It is important to not get lost in the pain body as you may be extra sensitive as these gateways are
deeply transforming and are awakening the emotional Ka body that is being realigned in a
greater harmonic resonance with Gaia’s emotional body. When you are being triggered by past
fear, call out to your I Am presence, your sprit guides, Grace Elohim, and the angels to hold all
your energy bodies in integrity. Breathe deeply; feel in your body where part of your spirit had
left, keep focused on the God Source connection through Nature as you breathe deeply allowing
your soul essence and God back into those parts of your life and being through forgiveness.
Some of what is being brought to the surface is the trauma of being born, and separation from
spirit. 333

Accelerating 12:12:12 Gateway of Your Soul Destiny
The impending 12:12:12 gateway is accelerating an emergence of soul destiny energies of
emotional triggers that open a dimensional doorway for you to experience profound miraculous
healing of many past lives and the collect group consciousness at once. The Cosmos and your
light bodies have conspired together to bring this supreme transcendence of wholeness and
oneness back to you. 444

You are Creating the Bridge for the new Earth
You are creating the bridge. Remember, it is not your job to change the other person or situation.
You will be able to transcend the energies to a higher vibration by your innate alchemical
process of clearing your emotional body through forgivingness back to source creation. This
creates a soul repatterning of God essence that is restored within you. By not giving a piece of
you away and by being in your essence, you will fulfill the soul contract as this creates an
energetic pathway back to God for both of you regardless of the situation.

This is what they need from you, for you to be fully who you are, as this is what they wish at a
soul level and have forgotten and you are the bridge. The 12:12:12 gateway is encroaching upon
these soul karmic contracts for in some cases the stronghold of darkness is holding on longer
than anticipated and you are this divine opportunity doorway for the new earth.
What the universe is wishing is for you to be fully alive in your circuitry of the divine so God
may enter back into your being which connects all life to source creation thus ascension for all.
333

Important to Remember You Being the Peacemaker
What’s important to remember: For some, the job of these karmic relationships and bonds is not
to have a long term, caring, equal balance union. You being the peacemaker wish to naturally
raise their frequency to take them to the next level. As you are a master at creating harmonic
balance in life, it is so easy for you to see the potential in this being as that is who you are. You
are fulfilling your karmic ties by working in the ethereal realms and other dimensions in healing.
This time is about not losing your power, not giving it away and not leaving your body.
You will know if your action is to walk away as this time you will be wholly releasing each other
from your contracts as you will both decide if you wish to create something new and the next
level together.
By letting go, forgiveness, acknowledging that soul spirit separation and reunion, staying in your
power and not getting into an entanglement, you will gain a heightened beauty and joy that you
have never before experienced. This is your gift to celebrate you, this supreme divine power that
comes from a greater embodiment of Source. These are times of the great purification that brings
divine cellular healing at a newer and deeper level to shift you into a higher being of light, your
divine original blueprint. 13
The Blue Ray Beings are an ultra-sensitive, empathic soul group like the Indigos (see Article:
“Who Are the Indigos?” that came from many different ascended planets and light realms to
enlighten the genetic code of humanity and raise the God consciousness on Gaia. They are the
lost ray of the Light Worker.
“Shekinah”, a Hebrew word in the "Language of Light", is a mentor of the Blue Ray. Shekinah
is the lost aspect of the sacred Divine Feminine of Creation that is the embodiment of God, the
ascension process. Blue Ray is the soul group consciousness of the highest aspect of all Blue
Rays. Together we give you these transmissions.
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